ZEPHIR STOVE (ENGLISH)
User manual
RULES:
* Do not use this manual for starting the ﬁre.
* Do not experiment: Every stove has its own ways
of operating. Always ask before!
* Do not put ANYTHING on the stove.
* Do not throw water on the stove.
* Do not put containers or glasses with water on the
stove. Never! Not even to moisten the air!
* Do not leave the interior door open. Remove big
pieces if they do not ﬁt.
* Do not heat water, tea, chestnuts, food or drinks on
the stove.
* Do not put candles on or near the stove.
* Do not leave the outside door open for more than
30 minutes. The inner door needs to be always
closed.
* Do not add 1 piece of wood every few minutes. This
stove does not work like a ﬁreplace. Read further.
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STARTING THE STOVE:
* Open (put in the vertical) the "smoke outlet"
valve.
* Do not remove the ash in the combustion
chamber. Don't worry just move it a bit to the side.
* Put a ﬁre cube (lit) at the back end of the stove.
* Add some pieces of small wood and close the
inner door. Leave the external door open.
* After a minute: Add larger pieces and close the
inner door. Leave the external door open
* After 10 minutes: Add big pieces until the stove is
completely full and close the interior and exterior
door.
* After 30 minutes, when the yellow ﬂames have
disappeared and you see orange coals: close
(horizontal) the "smoke outlet" valve and close the
two doors. Don't worry closing it completely, the right
amount of air will still get in and out.
* For 4 hours you should not touch the stove
anymore. That means no longer adding pieces of
wood for 4 hours.
* After 4 hours, you can turn on the stove again, if
necessary, over the few remaining coals.
* Do not take oﬀ the ashes before restarting!
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